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Abstract In order to map the computing architecture and intelligent functions of the human brain on hard-

ware, we need electronic devices that can emulate biological synapses and even neurons, preferably at the

physical level. Beginning with the history of neuromorphic computation, in this article, we will briefly review

the architecture of the brain and the learning mechanisms responsible for its plasticity. We will also introduce

several memristive devices that have been used to implement electronic synapses, presenting some important

milestones in this area of research and discussing their advantages, disadvantages, and future prospects.
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1 Introduction

Alan Turing, widely considered the father of theoretical computer science and artificial intelligence,

published a seminal paper titled ‘On computable numbers’ in 1936 [1]. The paper presented a formal

proof that any mathematical computation that is representable as an algorithm can be performed by a

machine. Such a machine, known as ‘Turing machine’, is the basis for today’s digital computers. Modern

computers are based on the von Neumann architecture, proposed by John von Neumann in 1945 [2],

and although remarkably successful in handling many problems, these machines have a very complex

instruction-processing unit that sequentially and frequently accesses a memory bank to perform a set of

instructions, therefore suffering from the so-called von Neumann bottleneck.

Interestingly, Turing also anticipated for the first time a computing system inspired by neural systems.

In 1948, he described a machine that consisted of artificial neurons connected together in an arbitrary

pattern with modifier devices between them [3]. Such neural networks consist of simple processing units,

and due to their intrinsic analog capabilities and massive parallel connections, can potentially solve many

problems that are computationally intensive for von Neumann systems. Examples of such problems are

adaptive behaviour, learning by association, pattern recognition, fuzzy logic, etc. Solving these problems

becomes more and more important in the so-called big-data era. Consequently, neural network machine

architectures, many of which are inspired by biological systems such as the human brain, are currently

under intensive investigation world-wide. One of the major goal behind these efforts is to build a “thinking

machine” based on neurophysiological models [4].
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Figure 1 (Color online) Structure of the neuron and the synapse. (a) Nerve cells have four main regions (dendrite,

cell body, axon, and synapse) and five main functions (numbered). Reprinted with permission from [5]. Copyright 2008,

Academic Press. (b) Illustration of the synapse junction between the pre-synaptic neuron and the post-synaptic neuron,

and its schematic structure. Reprinted with permission from [8]. Copyright 2011, Frontiers in Neuroscience.

2 Architecture of the brain

The human brain is likely the most efficient computing system so far, which is not surprising considering

that the brain has evolved for millions of years, while the history of computers is still far below a century.

The brain consists of many different types of cells, but the primary functional unit is a cell called neuron.

The signals generated by neurons are responsible for emotions, memories, movements, thinking, and

feelings. A human brain has approximately 1011 neurons. As shown in Figure 1(a), each neuron consists

of a cell body called soma, an axon, and multiple dendrites [5]. Axon carries information from soma to

a junction, where it is picked-up by dendrites of other neurons. The junction is called synapse (Greek,

syn: union, association) and the strength of the synapse (synaptic weight) decides the bonding between

two neurons, which can be altered by neural activities. This process is known as synaptic plasticity, and

is believed to be the reason behind learning and memorization capabilities of the brain. The synaptic

inputs picked up by the dendrites of other neurons are then integrated by their own cells, encoded in the

form of action potentials, and distributed to even more neurons from their axon terminals. Typically,

each neuron is connected with about 5000–10000 other neurons, resulting in a large number (about 1015)

of biological synapses in the human brain. The operating frequency of our brain is in the range of 1–10

Hz and it consumes around 10–100 W of power for its functioning [6], yielding an energy consumption of

approximately 1–10 fJ per synaptic event.

In order to understand how a neuron works, it is necessary to know how the different parts of the neuron

interact. Each neuron carries out five basic functions as described in Figure 1(a): (1) Generate intrinsic

membrane activity in the neuron; (2) Receive synaptic inputs in dendrites; (3) Combine synaptic inputs

with the intrinsic membrane activity; (4) Generate outputs in the form of action potentials; (5) Distribute

the outputs from axon terminals.

There are two types of synaptic transmissions identified between the neurons, namely, electrical and

chemical. At electrical synapses, the cytoplasm of adjacent cells are directly connected by clusters of

intercellular channels called gap junctions [7]. These gap junctions allow passive current flow between

cell membranes. The chemical synapse between two neurons is illustrated in Figure 1(b) [8]. At these

synapses, information transfer from one neuron to another occurs through the release of neurotransmitter

by one neuron (pre-synaptic neuron) and detection of the neurotransmitter by an adjacent neuron (post-
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synaptic neuron) [9]. Electrical synapses generally maintain a stable functional structure and strength,

whereas chemical synapses have the ability to exhibit plasticity [10]. The synaptic plasticity shown

by chemical synapses is one of the most important neurochemical foundations of learning and memory

in the brain. Chemical synapses can be of two types: excitatory or inhibitory. Whether a synapse

is excitatory or inhibitory depends entirely on the receptors on the postsynaptic membrane. In the

brain, the receptors for glutamate neurotransmitter are typically excitatory, whereas the receptors for

GABA (Gamma-Aminobutyric acid) neurotransmitter are typically inhibitory. An excitatory receptor

results in an Excitatory Postsynaptic Potential (EPSP) and drives the postsynaptic neuron closer to the

depolarization threshold which makes the cell “fire” an action potential. An inhibitory receptor results

in an Inhibitory Postsynaptic Potential (IPSP) and drives the postsynaptic neuron further from the

depolarization threshold. Axon terminals from many neurons can connect to a given neuron and release

a variety of neurotransmitters which impinge on excitatory and inhibitory receptors to produce EPSPs

and IPSPs. The postsynaptic neuron behaves like a tiny computer, summing the EPSPs and IPSPs

which determine whether or not it will “fire”. When a neuron fires, the resulting action potential travels

towards the synaptic cleft through its axon. Arrival of the action potential at the axon terminal results in

the merging of neurotransmitter vesicles with the presynaptic membrane and a subsequent release of the

neurotransmitters into the synaptic cleft. The neurotransmitter diffuses through the synaptic cleft, binds

to and activates a receptor in the postsynaptic membrane, modifying the plasticity of the connection,

i.e., the synaptic weight. Hereon the chemical synapse will be simply referred to as a synapse, unless

otherwise stated.

3 Emulating the brain using hardware: neuromorphic systems

Supercomputers can store more information than the human brain and can compute equations faster, but

even the biggest and fastest supercomputers in the world cannot match the overall processing power of the

human brain in performing many tasks, such as pattern recognition, perception, motor control, flexibility

in changing environments, learning, and ultimately, intelligent cognition. Still, they are almost a million

times larger and consume a million times more power than a human brain. Figure 2 [11] illustrates the

basic differences in the architecture of the brain and a conventional computer.

Due to the amazing capabilities of the brain, it is very attractive to study its structure and working

mechanisms in order to mimic it using electronic circuits. The study of the brain and its inspiration in

developing computing systems has led to a new form of computer architecture, known as neuromorphic

architecture. This field combines knowledge from different disciplines such as biology, physics, mathe-

matics, computer science, and engineering in order to design artificial neural systems [12]. The physical

architecture and design principles of these artificial systems are based on those of biological nervous

systems.

Although the behaviour and connections between neurons can be partially simulated on a conventional

computer, such a system will consume excessive power and is not capable of exploiting the architecture of

the brain due to the fundamental differences between these two systems. As a result, a race is on to develop

new types of devices and hardware architectures that can better resemble bio-intelligent systems at the

physical level, and thus more efficiently emulate the brain at the functional level. For instance, the so-

called neuromorphic circuit is built from devices that behave like neurons, transmitting and responding

to information sent in the form of spikes rather than continuously varying voltages. The concept of

neuromorphic engineering was first developed by Carver Mead in the late 1980s [13]. Mead described

it as “using VLSI systems containing electronic analog circuits to mimic neurobiological architectures

present in the nervous system”.

As the brain consumes very low energy, the first crucial step in realising these hardware systems is to

achieve a suitable device that can function as a synapse with low power consumption and desired plasticity.

Accordingly, researchers have explored a variety of device systems with programmable conductance,

including FET based devices [14], phase change memory (PCM) [15], resistive change random-access
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Figure 2 (Color online) Illustration of the architecture of the brain compared to a traditional computer. (a) Computing

architecture of the brain consisting of neurons communicating through junctions called synapses which store memory in

the form of connection strength (synaptic weight), and (b) traditional computer architecture with a central processing unit

(CPU) communicating with the main memory unit through a bus. Reprinted with permission from [11]. Copyright 2010,

IEEE Spectrum.

memory (RRAM) [16], and others.

4 Implementing brain-like architecture

Several research efforts have been directed towards developing architectures for neuromorphic computing,

the majority of them using established analog and digital technologies with CMOS devices [17,18]. They

are summarized in Figure 3. DARPA funded the SyNAPSE (Systems of Neuromorphic Adaptive Plastic

Scalable Electronics) program in 2008 [19] with a goal of building a system matching a mammalian

brain. Under this program, IBM introduced the TrueNorth chip in 2014 using 5 billion transistors

making up 256 million synapses. It consumes 68 mW power with a 400 × 240 pixel video input at

30 frames per second [20,21]. Manchester University is developing the SpiNNaker (Spiking Neural Network

Architecture), a highly parallel neuromorphic supercomputer, using more than a million ARM processors.

The machine will simulate the behaviour of 1 million neurons, ten times more than the number of neurons

in a mouse [22]. The Blue Brain Project is aimed at simulating sections of the rat brain using the IBM

BlueGene supercomputer [23]. All these architectures would consume significantly large power if scaled

up to the same complexity level as the human brain. Reducing the energy consumption would remain

extremely challenging as long as the conventional CMOS technology is used. In addition, none of the

implementations truly mimic the biological synapse.

Compared to these digital implementations, the BrainScaleS project employs analog circuits, which are

faster and consume much less energy [24]. Similarly, the Neurogrid project at Stanford University utilizes

analog computation to simulate ion-channel activity and digital communication to wire the synaptic

connections. This hybrid approach reduces the power consumption by five orders of magnitude compared

to a supercomputer performing the same task [25, 26]. However, these architectures cannot match the

compactness or parallelism of biological systems.

5 Synaptic plasticity mechanism and learning

Neuroplasticity, or brain plasticity, is the capability of the brain to modify existing synaptic strengths

or create completely new connections as it needs during the process of learning and memorizing new

information. Sometimes brain annihilates the neural connections that are no longer needed and strength-

ens the necessary ones, in order to tune itself to meet new requirements. Over the last several years,

neuroscientists have extensively studied the neural connections present in the brain and recognized many

molecular mechanisms that are responsible for neuroplasticity.

Plasticity in the brain can be rate dependent or timing dependent. Several mechanisms have been

proposed to explain the different forms of plasticity in the brain. In 1949 Donald Hebb proposed the

basic mechanism behind synaptic plasticity also known as Hebbian learning rule [27]: “When an axon of

cell A is near enough to excite cell B and repeatedly or persistently takes part in firing it, some growth

process or metabolic changes take place in one or both cells such that A’s efficiency as one of the cells
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Figure 3 (Color online) Various techniques to implement brain-inspired computing. (a) Schematic illustration of the

brain-like architecture used in TrueNorth chip [21], where memory, computation, and communication blocks are integrated

as modules operating in parallel with each other using an event-driven network. Reprinted with permission from [21].

Copyright 2014, The American Association for the Advancement of Science. (b) A die of the SpiNNaker computer with 18

ARM cores, fabricated on a 130 nm CMOS process. Reprinted with permission from [22]. Copyright 2013, IEEE. (c) Analog

implementation of neuron presented in [26], where spikes on the wire labeled ‘axon’ are integrated by the capacitance of

the wire labeled ‘dendrite’. The resulting voltage is compared with a threshold using a comparator and a spike is generated

when the voltage exceeds threshold. (d) Digital implementation of a neuron consists of a counter which is incremented

every time an incoming spike triggers a 1 out of the bit cell. The output of the counter is compared with the threshold

and a spike is generated when the count exceeds the threshold, after which the counter is reset. Reprinted with permission

from [26]. Copyright 2014, IEEE.
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Figure 4 The curve corresponding to Hebbian learning rule, showing the percentage change in synaptic strength as a

function of the time difference between the pre and post-synaptic spikes.

firing B, is increased”. This mechanism has often been summarized as “cells that fire together, wire

together”. Hebbian learning rule is described in Figure 4. As shown, the curve is symmetric and the

temporal order of the input and output has no influence on the change in synaptic strength. However,

this picture is incomplete as observed in many experiments conducted over the last two decades [28–32].

Other rules, such as the BCM rule [33], the covariance rule [34], etc. have been proposed as extensions

or alternatives to the Hebb rule. No single rule has been successful in explaining all varieties of synaptic

plasticity observed in nature. In the following paragraphs, we will discuss some of the synaptic plasticity

mechanisms that are crucial for realization of neuromorphic hardware.
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Figure 5 Experimental demonstration of long-term potentiation (LTP) and long-term depression (LTD) in a biological

synapse showing synaptic conductance as a function of time. (a) The solid circle corresponds to the conductance due to high

frequency tectanic stimulation which results in LTP, and the hollow circle corresponds to the conductance in the absence

of tectanic stimulation. Reprinted with permission from [36]. Copyright 1970, John Wiley and Sons. (b) Plot showing

the change in synaptic conductance due to low frequency stimulation, resulting in LTD. The dotted horizontal line shows

the conductance level when there is no stimulation applied. Reprinted with permission from [37]. Copyright 1993, The

American Association for the Advancement of Science.

Figure 6 (Color online) The percentage change in the synaptic weight as a function of the time difference between the pre

and post-synaptic spikes across a biological synapse. If pre- follows post-spike, the synapse undergoes LTD, conversely if pre-

precedes post-spike, synapse undergoes LTP. Reprinted with permission from [32]. Copyright 1998, Journal of Neuroscience.

5.1 Long-term plasticity

Long-term plasticity refers to persistent activity-dependent changes in the synaptic strength. Due to its

durability, this form of synaptic plasticity is widely believed to be the reason for learning and memory [35].

Some patterns of synaptic activity in pre and post-synaptic neurons produce a long-lasting increase in

synaptic strength known as long-term potentiation (LTP), whereas other patterns of activity produce a

long-lasting decrease in synaptic strength, known as long-term depression (LTD). In such rate dependent

synapses, LTP occurs due to high frequency stimulations and low frequency stimulations induce LTD, as

demonstrated in Figure 5 [36, 37].

Spike-timing-dependent plasticity (STDP) is an asymmetric form of Hebbian learning which depends

on the temporal correlations between pre and post-synaptic spikes [38]. The relative timing between the

pre and post-synaptic spikes determines the direction and the magnitude of changes in synaptic weights.

Post-synaptic spiking that occurs repetitively within a time window after presynaptic activation results in

LTP, whereas post-synaptic spiking within a time window before pre-synaptic activation leads to LTD, as

shown in Figure 6. STDP can be divided into two types: additive STDP and multiplicative STDP. If the

learning function depends only on the time interval (∆T ) between pre and post-neuron spikes, but not

on the actual weight (w), this type of weight-independent STDP learning rule is usually called “additive

STDP”. Additive STDP requires the weight values to be bounded to an interval because weights will

stabilize at one of their boundary values. On the other hand, in “multiplicative STDP” the learning

function is also a function of the actual weight value f(w,∆T ) [39–41]. In multiplicative STDP weights

can stabilize to intermediate values inside the boundary definitions. Thus, it is often not even necessary
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Figure 7 (Color online) Illustration of short-term plasticity at the neu-

romuscular synapse. Presynaptic motor nerve was stimulated by train of

electrical pulses. In the beginning facilitation of the EPP occurs and is

followed by depression of the EPP. After the removal of stimulation EPP

goes back to resting state. Reprinted with permission from [42]. Copyright

2001, Sunderland Sinauer Assc.
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Figure 8 (Color online) Four basic electri-

cal circuit elements: Relationships between

the four circuit variables and four fundamen-

tal two-terminal circuit elements: resistor,

capacitor, inductor and memristor. Reprint-

ed with permission from [49]. Copyright

2008, Nature Publishing Group.

to enforce boundary conditions for the weight values [41]. STDP has been widely used by computational

neuroscientist because of its simplicity, biological plausibility, and computational power.

5.2 Short-term plasticity

Short-term plasticity acts on a shorter time scale, typically in the order of tens of milliseconds to a few

minutes. The modification in synaptic strength due to short-term plasticity is temporary, such that in the

absence of continued presynaptic activity, synaptic strength quickly returns to its initial level, as shown in

Figure 7 [42]. Compared to long-term plasticity, which is an experience-dependent modification, in case

of short-term plasticity the response of post synaptic neuron reflects the history of pre-synaptic activity.

Two types of short-term plasticity, with opposite effects on synaptic strength, have been observed in

biological synapses: short-term depression and short-term facilitation.

Short-term facilitation is a transient increase in synaptic strength (Figure 7) that occurs when two

or more action potentials arrive at presynaptic terminal very close in time, due to which calcium builds

up in presynaptic side. As a result, more neurotransmitters are released by a subsequent presynaptic

action potential. A high-frequency train of presynaptic firings (referred to as tetanus) can cause an even

more sustained rise of presynaptic calcium levels which results in another form of synaptic plasticity

called post-tetanic potentiation. Repeated presynaptic activities can also cause continuous depletion of

the synaptic vesicles available for release into the synaptic cleft, which results in decrease of synaptic

strength or depression. Synaptic strength decreases until the pool of neurotransmitters replenished via

the process involved in recycling of synaptic vesicles.

6 Realization of synaptic devices

The recent progress in experimental realization of nanoscale memristive devices [43–49] has opened pos-

sibilities for implementing true brain architectures based on hardware with plastic synaptic connections.

A memristor is any passive electronic circuit element that displays a pinched hysteresis loop in its I-V

characteristics [50]. The device was first proposed by Leon Chua in 1971. He observed that there should

be six different relationships between the four circuit variables: charge, current, voltage, and magnetic

flux. While two relationships were covered by basic physical laws and three were given by the definitions

of the then known circuit elements (resistor, capacitor, and inductor), one relation was left unaccount-

ed for (see Figure 8). This led him to postulate the fourth fundamental passive circuit element, called
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Figure 9 (Color online) Properties of resistance switches without electrochemically reactive metal. (a) Schematic of the

metal-insulator-metal (MIM) structure for metal–oxide RRAM, and schematic of the device I-V characteristics, showing

two modes of operation: (b) unipolar and (c) bipolar. Reprinted with permission from [56]. Copyright 2012, IEEE.

the memristor. The memristance (M) describes the remaining relation between charge q and flux ϕ,

dϕ = Mdq.

Although Chua demonstrated that the memristor has many interesting and valuable circuit proper-

ties, and pinched hysteresis loops had been observed in the I-V characteristics of oxide based resistance

switches around the same time [51,52], the link between the memristor theory and experimental demon-

stration was not established until 2008 [49]. Memristors have attracted significant attention since then

due to a number of promising applications, including non-volatile random access memory (NVRAM) and

neuromorphic computing. The concept of memristors has also been generalized to cover devices beyond

the resistance switches (often called RRAM or ReRAM for memory applications), including phase change

memory devices, spintronic devices, Spin Torque Transfer (STT) MRAM, ferroelectric devices [53], etc.

Many of these device technologies have been explored as electronic synapses with programmable con-

ductance. As expected, different types of devices have different characteristics. To mimic the ability

of the brain to perform fuzzy, fault-tolerant, and stochastic computation, without sacrificing either its

space or power efficiency, these devices should have incremental (or analog) conductance change, under

short pulses (e.g., 100 ns) with low voltages (e.g., 0.5 V) and low currents (e.g., 100 nA). Neuromorphic

systems based on such emerging nanoscale devices can potentially improve density and power consump-

tion by at least a factor of 10, as compared with the conventional CMOS implementations [54]. In the

following sections we will review the research efforts on synaptic devices, categorizing them according to

their dominant switching mechanisms.

6.1 Resistance switches without electrochemically active metals

Resistance switches are made using a conductor/insulator/conductor structure. Depending on whether

an electrochemically active metal (e.g., Cu or Ag) layer is used as the conductor layer or not, the switching

mechanism can be fairly different. Without such active metal layer, the devices switch via valence change

mechanism (or electron trapping/de-trapping in some cases)which will be discussed in this section. These

devices are often called RRAM or ReRAM devices. With an active metal the switching mechanism is

typically electrochemical metallization. These devices, also called RRAM, are more frequently referred

to as Programmable Metallization Cell (PMCs), which will be discussed separately in the next section.

The resistance switches are one of the leading candidates for non-volatile memory (NVM) technology due

to their good scalability, performance, and low-power consumption. They do not suffer from the scaling

limits of the dynamic random access memory (DRAM) and Flash memory [43]. However, they are still

susceptible to some of the problems associated with scaling nanodevices, such as high defect rates, high

device variability, and device aging [55, 56]. These issues are of greater concern in memory applications

than in neuromorphic computing applications.

A schematic of the valence change memory (VCM) device is shown in Figure 9. The exact switching

and electron transport mechanism varies significantly with materials used, but it is generally true in all

types of devices that electric field and/or Joule heating causes ionic motion and local structural changes

in the switching layer, resulting in a measurable change in the device resistance. Information can be

stored as the resistance states of the device.
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(a)                                                                                       (b)

(c)                                                                                       (d)

Figure 10 (Color online) Illustration of filament growth dynamics controlled by kinetic parameters. Filament growth (a)

when both m and r are high, (b) both m and r are low, (c) m is low but r is high, and (d) m is high but r is low. Reprinted

with permission from [58]. Copyright 2014, Nature Publishing Group.

The devices can have multiple resistance levels between two boundary resistance states, i.e., Lower

Resistance State (LRS) and Higher Resistance State (HRS). The process of switching from HRS to LRS

is called ‘set’, and a switch from LRS to HRS is called ‘reset’. Usually an as-prepared sample needs a

higher voltage for its initial set process, which is called “electroforming”, with the corresponding voltage

being called the “electroforming voltage” [57]. These devices can be further categorized as unipolar or

bipolar, based on the voltage polarity used for the switching operations. In the unipolar case (Figure 9(b)),

irrespective of voltage polarity, set and reset operations only depend on the magnitude of applied voltages

or currents. In the case of bipolar switching (Figure 9(c)), the set and reset have to be done with opposite

voltage polarities.

The fundamental physics and mechanism of resistive-switching in RRAM devices are surprisingly

divergent and has not yet been completely understood. Based on current understanding of the switching

mechanisms, RRAM devices can be loosely divided into two categories: cation-based switching and anion-

based switching.

Cation-based switching systems form metallic filament inside dielectric medium. Yang et al. [58]

presented a unified framework for the filament growth dynamics in these types of memristive devices.

Depending on the kinetic factors (ion mobility m and redox rate r) filament growth dynamics may be

divided into four categories (Figure 10):

(a) High and homogeneous m and r: In this case ions can reach the inert electrode without reducing

or clustering inside the dielectric layer, so filament growth will begin from the inert electrode. Due to

high r, ion supply is high which will lead to an inverted cone shaped filament (Figure 10(a)). This kind

of filament growth can be found in conventional ECM devices (Subsection 6.2).

(b) Low and inhomogeneous m and low r : In this case ions can nucleate inside the dielectric medium

and further filament growth will happen by means of cluster displacement and repeated splitting-merging

process (Figure 10(b)).

(c) Low m and high r : In this case also, ions can nucleate inside the dielectric medium, but due to high

r, incoming ions from the cathode will reduce at the site of nucleation. This process will continue till the

gap between nucleation site and cathode is filled and the process will repeat again, giving an effective

filament growth towards inert electrode (Figure 10(c)).

(d) High m and low r : Due to high m, there may not be any nucleation inside the dielectric and hence

ions will reduce at the surface of the inert electrode. Due to limited ion supply (low r) reduction occurs

at the edges with high electric field strengths, resulting in a branched growth of the filament towards the

active electrode (Figure 10(d)).

Based on the above discussion it can be concluded that the nucleation sites and the direction of filament

growth are controlled by the ion mobility m, while the shape and geometry of filament will depend on
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Figure 11 (Color online) Schematic illustration of the switching process for anion-based RRAM devices. Reprinted with

permission from [56]. Copyright 2012, IEEE.

Table 1 Summary of the synaptic properties of RRAM devices presented in literature

Device structure Size Operating
voltage

Programming
time

Energy
consumption Ron/Roff

Switching
mechanism

Gradual
set reset

Pt/Al2O3/Ni [59] 100 µm +/−0.5 V - - - Filamentary Yes

PdHx/Nafion/PdHx [60] ∼100 µm - ∼1 ms 30 nJ - Non-filamentary -

Pt/WO3−x/Pt [61] 25 µm +/−3 V - - - Filamentary Yes

Pt/TiN/PCMO/Pt [62] - +/−3 V 10 ms - - Filamentary Yes

W/TiN/Mn:HfO2/Ru [63] 20 nm +/−1 V 10 ms 482 fJ - Filamentary Yes

Ti/Pt/Gd:HfO2/TiN [64] 10 µm +/−3 V 0.1–1 µs 1/100 Filamentary Multi bit

Ta/TaOx/TiO2/Ti [65] 100 µm +/−5 V Non-filamentary Yes

TiN/HfOx/AlOx/Pt [66, 67] 0.5 µm +/−3 V 10 ns 6 pJ 1/120 Filamentary 7: LRS
6: HRS

Pt/GdOx+Cu-MoOx/Pt [68] 100 nm +/−4 V - 1/20
Filamentary
(forming free)

Analog
memory

the rate of reduction.

Anion-based switching systems operate using the following sequence of events: soft breakdown of the

dielectric and creation of conductive filaments consisting of oxygen vacancies, which sets the device. If

the polarity of the applied voltage changes, a recombination of oxygen vacancies with oxygenions takes

place eventually breaking the conducting filaments (or changing the composition of the filaments) and

resetting the device (Figure 11).

Table 1 [59–68] summarizes the device structure, size, operating voltage, programming time, energy

consumption, Ron/Roff ratio, switching mechanism, and gradual set/reset characteristics of some of the

synaptic devices present in the literature. Neuromorphic computing in general is less demanding on

device performance requirements than memory applications, especially on device variability and sneak-

path current issues. Most valence change based devices show filamentary type of switching which has the

following limitations:

1. Due to the filament evolving process inside the switching layer, most devices exhibit gradual reset

but abrupt set, which limits the synaptic device to behave like an excitatory and inhibitory synapse at

the same time.

2. Filament formation is a stochastic process and it is facilitated by the defects present in the switching

layer. As the devices are scaled down to smaller dimensions, the defects required for filament formation
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(a)                                                                   (b)                                                                       (c)

Figure 12 (Color online) Multilevel change in the conductance of devices. (a) I-V curves of the Ta/TaOx/TiO2/Ti device.

The upper panel shows SET-controlled multilevel resistance switching in which SET voltage was gradually increased. The

lower panel shows a RESET-controlled mode in which RESET voltage was increased gradually. Reprinted with permission

from [65]. Copyright 2015, Nature Publishing Group. (b) Change in volatile conductance in the WO3−x device after

applying seven consecutive pulses of 2.8 V for 0.5 s with an interval of 50 s. The read voltage was 0.5 V. (c) Non-volatile

conductance and subsequent state retention of the WO3−x device after application of 2.3 V pulses for 10 µs. Current decay

curves after the first and third pulses are shown in the inset. Reprinted with permission from [61]. Copyright 2013, IOP

Publishing Limited.

will decrease, increasing the randomness in the number of defects and resulting in large conductance

fluctuations, especially in the low conductance regime.

Although the neuromorphic system is more fault-tolerant, a high degree of conductance fluctuation may

still adversely affect computational accuracy of the system. Wang et al. [65] tried to address this problem

by adopting non-filamentary switches, such as the Ta/TaOx/TiO2/Ti structure and argued that these

devices can change conductance gradually because the resistance change in the devices was determined

by a homogeneous barrier modulation (HBM) induced by oxygen ion motion. As shown in Figure 12(a),

they observed multilevel set and reset in the device.

Multilevel resistance switching has been demonstrated in numerous types of valence change based

devices [64, 66–68]. Yang et al. [61] have demonstrated synaptic behaviour of WO3−x based devices.

As shown in the case of biological synapses discussed in Section 5, they were able to realize rate based

synaptic changes in the device. Upon application of low frequency pulse, the device displays short-term

facilitation, as shown in Figure 12(b), and it shows long-term potentiation for high frequency pulses (see

Figure 12(c)).

Yu et al. [66] have shown multilevel switching in TiN/HfOx/AlOx/Pt based resistive switching cells

by controlling the compliance current and reset stop voltages, as shown in Figure 13(a). The property of

gradual resistance change using voltage pulses was exploited to demonstrate the spike-timing-dependent

plasticity (STDP) learning rule, as in Figure 13(b). They were able to achieve low (sub-Pico joule)

energy consumption per operation, which is a critical parameter for using these devices in large scale

neuromorphic systems.

For the purpose of neuromorphic computing, resistive change devices can be divided into two categories:

first order systems and second order systems. In order to mimic synaptic learning rules, first order systems

require engineering the shape of the applied spikes, such that the relative timing of the spikes from the

pre and post-synaptic neurons can be encoded into effective programming pulse amplitude or duration

resulting from the two overlapping spikes [55, 63, 69]. The reason for this requirement is the fact that

the modulation of the memristor conductance, determined by an internal state-variable (e.g., conduction

channel size w), is solely controlled by the input (e.g., the voltage V applied to the device) and the

channel size. However, pulse modulation and precise timing control requires additional circuitry, making

the system bulky and complicated.
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(a)                                                                                                       (b)

Figure 13 (Color online) Gradual resistance change in an RRAM device and demonstration of STDP characteristics

by Yu et al. [66]. (a) I-V characteristics of the HfOx/AlOx synapse device. Continuous set states were obtained by

consecutive increase in the value of current compliance from 1 µA to 200 µA, and continuous reset states were achieved

using consecutive increase in the reset stop voltages from −1.3 V to −3.3 V. Multiple states were obtained due to continuous

change in resistance. (b) Plot of percentage conductance change of the HfOx/AlOx synapse device as a function of the

spike timing difference, showing an STDP-like curve. Reprinted with permission from [66]. Copyright 2011, IEEE.

(a)                                                                     (b)

Figure 14 (Color online) Schematic diagram of the mechanism behind first and second-order memristors. (a) Operation

of a first-order memristor, and (b) operation of a second-order memristor. Reprinted with permission from [71]. Copyright

2015, American Chemical Society.

To avoid this complexity and to emulate the synaptic behavior more directly without the strict require-

ment of overlapping pulses, Kim et al. [70, 71] used the so-called second-order memristors (Figure 14),

where the conductance and the associated primary state variable are also regulated by a secondary state-

variable (e.g., temperature of the channel T ) in addition to the first state-variable (e.g., conduction

channel size w), enabling the device to implement complex and potentially bio-realistic dynamic effects.

An example of such a second-order memristor is mathematically described in [71] as

dw

dt
= f(w, T, V, t).

In this device, the local temperature T near the filament increases due to Joule heating which affects the

drift and diffusion processes of the conducting filaments (CF) and determines the growth and dissolution

of the filaments. More importantly, the dynamics of T is a function of time and provides an internal

timing mechanism; these internal dynamics in second-order memristors provide a possible solution to

equip the memristors with timing-based synaptic plasticity effects, such as STDP.

6.2 Resistance switches based on electrochemical metallization

Resistance switches based on electrochemical metallization are normally called PMC, which is also known

as solid electrolyte memory, nano-ionic resistive memory, electrochemical memory, or conductive bridging
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Figure 15 (Color online) Schematic of the operating principle of a PMC consisting of silver (Ag) and platinum (Pt)

electrodes. (a) High resistance OFF state of the PMC. (b) Ag dissolves in the solid electrolyte as Ag+ and ions drift

towards the Pt electrode when a high electric field is applied. (c) Ag+ ions reduce on the surface of the Pt electrode leading

to electrodeposition of Ag, decreasing the resistance of the device. (d) Ag filament is formed and the device turns ON. (e)

When electric field of opposite polarity is applied, Ag filament dissolves in the electrolyte and resets the device to the OFF

state. c©IOP Publishing. Reproduced with permission from [72]. All rights reserved.

RAM. It is another promising non-volatile memory device [72], with a number of advantages, including

low operation current and voltage, relatively high-speed switching, multiple resistance levels, high device

yield, and relatively high endurance [73, 74]. Some early studies on these devices were reported on Ag

doped Ag2S3 films by Hirose in 1976 [75]. Much more significant progress has been made in the past

decade, including integration using an industry standard process [76].

Each programmable memory cell has a thin solid state electrolyte layer sandwiched between an inert

cathode layer and an electrochemically active anode. Typically, the anode layer is Ag or Cu, and the

electrolyte layer is a doped amorphous material that can conduct ions. When a positive bias is applied on

the anode, redox reactions drive the metal ions from the anode into the electrolyte layer. The metal ions,

drifting through the electrolyte layer, are electrochemically reduced and deposited on the cathode. A

conducting bridge thus forms between the two electrodes, leading to the low resistance state, i.e., the ON

state. The device can be switched OFF by applying an opposite voltage [77], causing a similar process

where the cations migrate in the opposite direction. The above switching process is schematically shown

in Figure 15 [72]. In other cases, especially when the dielectric medium is an oxide (e.g., HfOx) instead

of a traditional electrolyte material (e.g., GeSx), the filament growth direction could be opposite to the

schematic shown in Figure 15 [78].

The PMC device shares some similarities with the biological synapse in ionic transport at the physical

level. Several materials have been used as electrolytes for switching operation [77] in PMCs, among

which silver based chalcogenides have been the most popular one so far for synapse electronics. In

2011, Ohno et al. [79] demonstrated an Ag2S inorganic synapse showing a transition from short-term to

long-term potentiation by controlling the repetition time of the input pulses (see Figure 16). For a lower

repetition rate, the device showed a temporary increase in conductance and the conductance then decayed

spontaneously over time, whereas a persistent enhancement was achieved with a frequent repetition of the

stimuli. In addition, the device mimicked the multistore model of human memory [80] where information
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(a)                                                                                                       (b)

(c)                                                                                                       (d)

Figure 16 (Color online) Demonstration of a PMC as an electronic synapse by Ohno et al. [79]. (a) Schematic diagram

of the cell consisting of a Ag electrode and Ag2S electrolyte separated by a nanogap from the intert metal electrode. Also

shown is the process of formation of a bridge between electrodes when repetitive voltage pulses are applied, leading to

transition from short to long-term potentiation. (b) Block diagram of the multi-store model of human memory, showing

that information is first stored in the sensory registor and then sent to a short-term memory where frequent rehearsal

stores the information in the long-term store, whereas less frequent or no rehearsal results in forgetting. (c) Experimental

results showing device conductance when a sequence of low frequency voltage pulses is applied across the device. The

conductance increases with voltage but decreases when the voltage is removed, demonstrating short-term memory. At high

frequency, the conductance increases and stays high at the value of 77.5 µS which is the conductance of a single filament

channel, demonstrating long-term memory. (d) Plot of memory retention of the device as a function of time for one to

four rehearsals. More rehearsals result in higher retention for the same amount of time elapsed. Reprinted with permission

from [79]. Copyright 2011, Macmillan Publishers Ltd.

is transferred from sensory memory to the short-term memory, and finally some information becomes

long-term through a repetition rehearsal process.

In 2010, Yu et al. [81, 82] modelled a CBRAM device showing that the resistance of the PMC can be

tuned by gradually varying the pulse amplitude, and proposed a method to implement STDP, as shown

in Figure 17. However, varying pulse amplitude requires additional overhead in the neuron circuitry

because each neuron must generate pulses with increasing amplitude [83]. In 2014, Mahalanabis et

al. [84] showed gradual change in PMC resistance by applying positive and negative voltage pulses with

constant magnitude for program and erase (see Figure 17(d)) to achieve an average resistance change of

3% with each pulse operation, close to the DARPA goal of 1% change in weight by each operation.

Another class of PMC is Ag doped amorphous Si, with which Jo et al. [85] demonstrated STDP in

2010. With application of consecutive DC sweeps in this demonstration, they could gradually change the

resistance for both set and reset process, as shown in Figure 18(a). They also implemented the synaptic

learning rules LTP, LTD (Figure 18(b)) and STDP (Figure 18(c)) with these devices. LTP and LTD were

demonstrated by applying consecutive potentiating or depressing pulses while STDP was observed upon

application of two programming pulses on the two terminals of the device. The same device was used as

a synapse in [86]. Neurons were implemented using CMOS circuits.

There have been reports of the possibility of biological synapses being binary [87, 88]. Such synapses

can be emulated using cation-based programmable memory cells with sharp turn ON/OFF switching

characteristics. Here the switching states are digital in nature, and therefore the probability of switching

can be used as the weighting parameter [89]. Synapses emulated using such devices are expected to be
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(a)                                                                                          (b)

(c)                                                                                          (d)

Figure 17 (Color online) Gradual tuning of the resistance of a PMC device, and simulated STDP characteristics. (a)

Simulated change in the off-state resistance of the Ag/Ge0.3Se0.7 device in [81] using varying pulse amplitudes. The pulse

width is denoted by tp. (b) Programming scheme used in [81] to investigate the STDP properties of an Ag/Ge0.3Se0.7
device. The difference in the timing between the pre and post-spikes is converted to varying pulse amplitudes across the

device. The result is that when pre preceeds post, the device is set, whereas it is reset if post preceeds pre. (c) Simulated

STDP response of the Ag/Ge0.3Se0.7 device using the pulse scheme in (c), and showing LTP and LTD. Reprinted with

permission from [81]. Copyright 2010, IEEE. (d) Programming of an Ag-Ge-Se device by Mahalanabis et al. [84] using

multiple 100 µs, 1.5 V write pulses and 200 µs, 1.5 V erase pulses. The resistance was read using a 100 mV read pulse. The

device shows gradual resistance change of one order of magnitude on applying ∼ 30 set and reset pulses. Reprinted with

permission from [84]. Copyright 2014, Elsevier Ltd.
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Figure 18 (Color online) Characteristics of the Ag-doped Si based PMC device and the demonstration of spike-timing

dependent plasticity (STDP) in [85]. (a) Plot of the measured (blue lines) and calculated (orange lines) I(V ) characteristics.

The conductance of the device increases with the number of positive sweeps and decreases with increasing number of

negative sweeps. The inset shows the simulated and extracted values of the position of the Ag front with increasing

number of positive sweeps. (b) Plot of the device current response to positive (3.2 V, 300 µs) and negative (−2.8 V, 300

µs) programming pulses showing incremental increase (potentiation) and decrease (depression) of device conductance. (c)

STDP demonstration showing normalized change in the synaptic weight i.e., conductance of the cell vs. the timing (∆τ)

between the pre and post-spikes. Inset shows a scanning electron microscope of the 100 nm × 100 nm crossbar device.

Reprinted with permission from [85]. Copyright 2010, American Chemical Society.
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Figure 19 (Color online) Structure and properties of the magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) device. (a) Schematic diagram

of the basic structure showing different layers in the MTJ. The arrows in the free and fixed layers indicate the direction

of the magnetization. Reprinted with permission from [96]. Copyright 2013, IOP Publishing. (b) I(V ) characteristics of

the device when the magnetizations are parallel (dashed black) and antiparallel (solid blue), and the switching between the

states (solid red). Reprinted with permission from [102]. Copyright 2011, American Institute of Physics. (c) Plot of the

probability of the switching from one state to another as a function of the pulse duration and voltage amplitude. Higher

voltages result in greater probability of switching for shorter pulses. Reprinted with permission from [101]. Copyright 2014,

IEEE.

more reliable and resistant to noise compared to electronic synapses made using analog memristors.

Several other reports have investigated the capability of PMC and its variations for emulating the

synapse [90, 91]. The conducting bridge in the PMC can be as narrow as a few nanometers, which

indicates a good device scalability and cell density [92]. Programming currents and voltages have been

shown to be as low as 1 µA and a few hundred mV [74], respectively. The turn ON time can be as fast as

10 ns [93], resulting in a low-energy (∼ 10 fJ) operation. By controlling the programming current of an

individual cell (if it can be done in a large array as well), the device can be set at different resistance states

giving it multivalued conductance characteristics [94]. All these characteristics make them a promising

candidate as synapse in neuromorphic circuits.

6.3 Spin transfer torque MRAM

Magnetoresistive Random Access Memory (MRAM) is another emerging non-volatile memory that has

relatively high read and write speeds, and essentially unlimited endurance [95, 96].

STT MRAM uses the electron spin to switch the MRAM which consists of a thin insulating layer

(tunnel barrier) sandwiched between a fixed magnetic layer and a free magnetic layer. Passing a current

through the fixed layer produces a spin-polarized current which can change the magnetization orientation

of the free layer. When the magnetization orientations of the free and fixed layers are parallel, the device

is in a low resistance state. When antiparallel, the device is in the high resistance state [97, 98]. The

switching is however stochastic in nature [99, 100], meaning that the time required for programming the

device is somewhat random, requiring longer write times to ensure switching. This switching randomness

can be utilized to implement synapse behaviour [101]. If a programming pulse of a duration ∆t is applied

to the device, the probability of switching is exponential in form,

P = 1− e−∆t/〈τ〉.

Here 〈τ〉 is the mean switching time, which can be controlled over several decades by adjusting the

current. Therefore, both pulse duration and current can be tuned to adjust the switching probability, as

shown in Figure 19 [96,101,102], which is similar to other memristors in this regard and can be employed

for synaptic functions. Symmetry in the voltages used for P → AP and AP → P transitions means simple

pulse waveforms, an advantage over other devices that are usually asymmetric. Using these properties

of the STT MRAM, Vincent et al. [101] simulated a spiking neural network to implement unsupervised

learning using the STDP rule to count vehicles in a six-lane freeway. The detection rate was 99.0% for

the four inward lanes, whereas it was 76.3% and 54.7% for the two outward lanes.
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Figure 20 (Color online) Structure and characteristics of phase change memory (PCM) devices. (a) Schematic of the

cross-section of the PCM cell consisting of a phase change material sandwiched between the bottom and top electrodes.

The region in the phase change material near the heater layer is the programmable region, also called the mushroom cell. A

short high voltge reset pulse changes the temperature of the material rapidly to convert the crystalline region to amorphous

phase, which RESETs the device. A long low voltage pulse is used to crystallize the amorphous phase to SET the device.

Reprinted with permission from [106]. Copyright 2010, IEEE. (b) I(V ) characteristics of a typical PCM cell showing the

increase in device current at the threshold voltage due to the transition from amorphous to crystalline phase. Reprinted

with permission from [108]. Copyright 2005, Nature Publishing Group. Cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy

images of a GST-based PCM cell showing the active region in (c) the crystalline phase, and (d) amorphous phase. Reprinted

with permission from [109]. Copyright 2007, The Electrochemical Society.

Because the switching pulse can be as short as a few ns and the current is around tens of µA at

voltages < 1 V, the energy consumption for each operation can be in the range of 100 fJ. Although still

higher than PMCs, some new device designs have been recently proposed to further reduce the energy

consumption [103]. The devices can be scaled down to a certain degree, giving a high packing density.

However, thermal fluctuations can make the magnetization unstable for small sizes. This limitation in

device scaling and the corresponding ultimate packing density is called the super paramagnetic limit [104].

In addition, the energy required for switching the device does not proportionally scale with the device

area if the resistance is kept constant. Despite these issues, STT MRAMs are interesting candidates

for synaptic electronics due to a few attractive properties, especially the nearly unlimited endurance.

Experimental realization of STDP using these devices is yet to be demonstrated.

6.4 Phase change memory

Phase change memory (PCM) was developed in the 1960s [105] and has been under development over

the last several decades [46]. Among the emerging non-volatile memory technologies, PCM is likely the

most mature one for a large scale product so far. It is non-volatile with a large ON/OFF ratio and

relatively long endurance [106]. PCM typically uses a chalcogenide that can be electrically switched from

amorphous (high resistance, reset) phase to crystalline (low resistance, set) phase and vice versa [107].

The transition to the amorphous phase is achieved by applying a large but short voltage pulse, whereas

amorphous to crystalline change is achieved using a long but medium level current pulse to anneal the

material above its crystalline temperature, as shown in Figure 20 [106, 108, 109]. Typical reset pulse

durations are of the order of ns, whereas set pulse durations are in the range of µs, although recently

sub-ns set switching speeds have been demonstrated [110].
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(a)

(b)                                                                                      (c)

Figure 21 (Color online) Implementation of STDP using phase change memory devices. (a) Programming scheme used

in [47] to implement STDP. The pre-spike consists of a sequence of pulses of increasing and decreasing amplitudes. The

post-spike consists of a single pulse. A ∆t of 20 ms sets the device whereas for ∆t = −40 ms, the device is reset. (b) STDP

characteristics of the synaptic device for different prespike configurations (LTP1, LTP2, and LTP3) and different post-spike

configurations (LTD1, LTD2, LTD3) resulting in varying potentiation and depression time constants. (c) Demonstration

of different types of STDP learning rules: asymmetric (upper left, positive ∆t potentiation), asymmetric (upper right,

negative ∆t potentiation), symmetric (bottom left, potentiation), and symmetric (bottom right, depression). Reprinted

with permission from [47]. Copyright 2010, American Chemical Society.

Several groups have reported experiments using PCM devices for synaptic applications [111]. Using

GST based PCM cells, Kuzum et al. [47] obtained multiple intermediate resistance levels between set

and reset, and achieved an order of magnitude change in the resistance through 100 voltage steps. They

used a pulsing scheme, shown in Figure 21, similar to their gradual set/reset experiments in order to

induce the desired STDP characteristics. The response agreed with the biological data measured in

hippocampal glutamatergic synapses. They achieved control of the STDP time constant by adjusting the

amplitude and time spacing between individual pulses in the spikes, and implemented both asymmetric

and symmetric STDP schemes. The reset operation required 50 pJ of energy, while the set operation

required a much higher energy, although using set current data extrapolated from device scaling they

predicted a lower energy consumption of 0.675 pJ for smaller device sizes.

Suri et al. [112] utilized the nucleation dominated behaviour in GST to achieve a gradual increase in

conductance with multiple identical voltage pulses, and compared it with GeTe which, due to growth

dominated behaviour, shows an abrupt conductance increase. They noticed that in contrast to the

conductance increase operations (potentiation) which corresponds to the crystallization process of the

PCM, identical pulses did not lead to a gradual decrease in conductance (depression) and varying voltage

pulses are needed for this purpose. To avoid using varying voltage pulses, they proposed a 2-PCM synapse

consisting of a first PCM that is managed to contribute negatively to the output neuron (equivalent to

LTD) through circuit design, and the second PCM that contributes positively to the output (equivalent

to LTP). In this 2-PCM synapse, only crystallization operation is needed to realize either LTD or LTP,

circumventing the abrupt reset characteristic and potentially resulting in a lower energy consumption per
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(a)                                                                                                         (b)

Figure 22 (Color online) STDP demonstration and energy consumption in 40 nm mushroom PCM devices. (a) Pulsing

scheme used for the implementation of STDP. An asymmetric 200 ms pulse is applied to the gate terminal (axon) of the

transistor followed by a 60 ns pulse to the PCM terminal (dendrite), 100 ms later. The asymmetry in the gating pulse is

such that for positive ∆t the conductance of the PCM increases, and it decreases for ∆t < 0. (b) STDP response of the

device from 1000 pulses with random pulse timings. The change in conductance (∆G) is the ratio of the difference in final

and initial conductance to the minimum of the two. The colors correspond to different initial conductance values (blue

diamonds: < 0.5 µS, green squares: > 0.5 µs and < 5 µS, red circles: > 5 µS). Reprinted with permission from [113].

Copyright 2013, ACM.

synaptic event.

Jackson et al. [113] also implemented STDP using GST PCM cells that were pore and mushroom

shaped, but used a field effect transistor (FET) in series with the PCM cell. In this implementation (shown

in Figure 22), a FET (axon terminal) was gated using a long asymmetric pulse and short pulses were

applied to the PCM (dendrite) to melt-quench and recrystallize the GST for depression and potentiation,

respectively. The timing of the pulses with respect to the gate pulse resulted in an STDP-like response.

The energy consumed in the depression and facilitation processes was 58 pJ and 18 pJ, respectively. They

also proposed a method using RC delay as the timer that negates the need of an access device and allows

for more frequent synaptic updates, exceeding 100 KHz. Fast synapses could be valuable for high speed

detection systems. Other recent reports of using PCM based devices [114] focus on implementing grids

and reducing the energy consumption.

6.5 Silicon-based devices

As Moore’s law continued its streak [115], CMOS devices have become smaller and smaller in size,

consume significantly less power compared to a few decades back.

The idea of using CMOS devices for neuromorphic computing developed in the 1980s, when Carver

Mead proposed the use of floating gate memory, resistor networks, and amplifiers to implement analog

computing using neuromorphic systems [116]. He used two examples, i.e., retinal computing with auto-

matic gain control and an adaptive retina, to introduce the principles behind neural systems. Following

this, Mead and others developed nFET and pFET based non-volatile synapse transistors with simultane-

ous memory reading and writing capability [117]. The synapses computed the product of stored memory

(weight) and the input voltage to implement learning functions, like the biological synapse. They demon-

strated 2 × 2 arrays and showed that they can address individual array nodes with a good selectivity.

Since then, a number of groups have worked on CMOS based networks for synaptic circuits [118, 119].

More recently, Bartolozzi and Indiveri have described analog VLSI synaptic circuits that could be

integrated into large VLSI spike-based neural systems [120]. They presented experimental data for a

diff-pair integrator (DPI) device showing realistic dynamics and how it could be connected to multiple

modules for implementing other synaptic functions and recent biological findings, such as short and

long-term depression and potentiation.

However, CMOS and transistor based circuits still face scaling limits [121]. Because it was envisioned

that current technology is difficult to extend below 10 nm gate length, Likharev developed the concept
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of CMOL circuits [122–124], a hybrid CMOS/nanowire/MOLecular device that would combine a level of

advanced CMOS devices fabricated by lithographic patterning, layers of parallel nanowire arrays, and a

level of self-assembled [125] molecular devices. Once implemented to its full capacity, the device density

in CMOL circuits can be as high as 1012 cm−2 and may provide up to 1020 operations per cm2 per second

with manageable power consumption [126]. Self-assembly of devices is extremely challenging due to poor

yield issues, and is still an area of active research.

7 Realization of the artificial neuron

We can identify three generations of artificial neural networks: the first generation uses the McCulloch-

Pitts neurons, also known as a perceptron or a threshold-gate, as the basic unit of computation. The

multilayer perceptron, which is a first generation model, uses binary or bipolar digital input and output,

and with a single hidden layer can be used to compute any Boolean function1). The second generation

uses an activation function, such as a sigmoid or the hyperbolic tangent, as its basis computational unit

(neuron). These neural networks can also compute any Boolean function by using a threshold, and can

approximate any continuous analog function with one hidden layer. They also support learning algorithms

based on gradient descent, such as error back-propagation [127].

The third generation of artificial neural networks is based on spiking neural networks (SNN), which are

inspired by neurophysiology and use temporal coding to pass information between neurons. Like second

generation neurons, they can also approximate continuous functions by using temporally encoded inputs

and outputs [128]. In the following paragraph we will discuss two of the most widely used spiking neuron

models:

(a) The leaky integrate-and-fire (LIF) neuron: This is one of the simplest spiking neuron models, but

it is very popular due to the ease with which it can be analysed and simulated. The neuron is modelled

as a leaky integrator of its input current I(t):

τm
dv

dt
= −v(t) +RI(t).

Here v(t) represents the membrane potential at time t, τm is the membrane time-constant and R is the

membrane resistance. This equation describes a simple resistor-capacitor (RC) circuit where the leakage

term is due to the resistor and the integration of I(t) is due to the capacitor that is in parallel with the

resistor.

The LIF neuron model, although very simple, is not biologically plausible and cannot explain actual

spike generation. The Hodgkin-Huxley model, proposed by Alan Hodgkin and Andrew Huxley in 1952,

has a solid foundation in physiology.

(b) Hodgkin-Huxley Model [129]: The Hodgkin-Huxley model, shown in Figure 23, for neural dynamics

is one of the most successful models in computational neuroscience. Based on voltage-clamp experiments

on the giant squid axon, the model incorporates voltage-sensitive ion channels into the circuit model

of the membrane to describe the generation and propagation of action potentials. Mathematically, the

current flowing through the membrane (Ic) can be expressed as

Ic = Cm
dVm

dt
,

and the current through a given ion channel is the product:

Ii = gi(Vm − Vi),

where Vi is the reversal potential of the ith ion channel. For a cell with sodium and potassium channels,

the total current through the membrane is given by

I = Cm
dVm

dt
+ gK(Vm − VK) + gNa(Vm − VNa) + gl(Vm − Vl),

1) http://www.cs.cornell.edu/courses/cs4700/2011fa/lectures/13 Ann.pdf. 17.
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VNa VK Vl

gNa gK gL

Figure 23 Equivalent circuit diagram representation of the Hodgkin-Huxley model. The model represents the lipid bilayer

membrane between the interior and exterior of the nerve cell. Adapted from [129]. Copyright 1952, The Physiological Society.

where,

I: total membrane current per unit area,

Cm: the membrane capacitance per unit area,

gK , gNa, gl : the potassium, sodium and leakage conductance per unit area, respectively,

VK , VNa, Vl: the potassium, sodium and leakage reversal potentials, respectively.

Electronic neuron implementation using memristors: Neuristor. Traditionally electronic neu-

rons were implemented either using a computer program [130–132] or using specialized analogue MOSFET

circuits [133–136]. There was always a need of constructing a physical system that can mimic biological

functionality more directly, with the goal of improving efficiency and scale. If one wants to realize an

entire neuromorphic system on a single chip, scaling of traditional hardware neurons will prove to be

a bottleneck, even though memristor based synapses will be scalable. In 2013, HP Labs proposed a

scalable neuron built using two memristors [137]. A neuromorphic system having both the neurons and

synapses implemented using memristors can help to achieve a massive parallel and an extremely compact

computational system.

Figure 24 depicts the neuristor circuit, which closely mimics the Hodgkin and Huxley model, imple-

mented using Mott memristors. A Mott memristor is a type of threshold switching device made with an

insulating-metal transition (IMT) material. Using two identical Mott memristors, each having a parallel

capacitor attached to it (C1 and C2), the device is powered by two DC sources with opposite polari-

ties, which represent the sodium and potassium channels of the neuron. Similar to Hodgkin & Huxley

neuron model this circuit can be modelled using four state variables. Figure 24(b) shows the bistable

current-voltage characteristics of the memristors used to construct the neuristor.

8 Concluding remarks and future outlook

Although the idea of mimicking the biological brain using electronic circuits has been around for decades,

recent developments in the field of microelectronics and emerging nanoelectronics seem to have brought

this dream closer to reality. The ultimate goal is to conquer the last computing frontier, i.e., building a

brain-like computer that consumes low power, has high computational density per unit volume, and can

perform complex tasks at high-speed. This is obviously still far from realization, primarily due to our

still very limited knowledge of the intelligent biosystems and the immaturity of emerging devices.

It is reasonable to assume that it will take decades or longer for us to significantly improve our

knowledge about the human brain. Understanding the working principle of neurons and synapses is

one of the most important tasks in order to capture some of the functionalities vital to truly mimicking

them on a circuit. However, the development of artificial intelligent systems does not have to stop or

wait. In contrast, the exploration of artificial intelligent systems can benefit the understanding of their

bio-counterparts by providing feedbacks based on the emulating results.
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Figure 24 (Color online) Electronic implementation of the neuron using a neuristor device. (a) Circuit diagram of the

neuristor, (b) The I-V curves of the two niobium dioxide crosspoint devices. The green and red curves correspond to the

experimental I-V characteristics of devices M1 and M2, respectively. The black curve represents the quasi-static simulation

result obtained using the model. The scanning electron microscope image of a typical device is shown in the inset. Reprinted

with permission from [137]. Copyright 2013, Macmillan Publishers Limited.

On the other hand, substantial improvements are still needed in order to provide building blocks for

the artificial intelligent systems, including devices and circuits that can emulate synapses and neurons

in the brain with characteristics such as low-energy, scalability, integratability, and dynamics. We have

discussed some of these devices which are suitable for mimicking synapses, such as resistive change

memory, programmable memory cells, MRAM devices, phase change memory, etc. These emerging

devices have demonstrated significant potential in this direction, and can emulate some of the crucial

functionalities of synapses such as LTP, LTD and STDP. However, most of the demonstrations so far were

realized by engineering voltage pulses at the expense of circuit and operation complexity. For instance,

sparse spikes without overlapping are known to change synaptic weight in a bio-synapse, while majority

of the STDP demonstrations made till date using emerging devices require overlapping spikes. This is due

to the lack of appropriate dynamics in those devices, which is extremely important for the bio-system.

Therefore, developing nanodevices with some intrinsic timing mechanism to implement the dynamics of

bio-systems is critical for the future research.

Compared to synaptic devices, research efforts into devices that can mimic neural functionalities have

lagged behind. Neuristors built with two memristors have shown some neural function in generating

electrical pulses, which is an encouraging step towards implementing an all-memristor neuromorphic

system. In addition, more efforts are needed towards building and testing integrated systems using

emerging devices [138].

Before integrated systems using emerging devices are available for neuromorphic function demonstra-

tions at a system level [139], those purely based on traditional CMOS devices will prove very useful to

implement and test a variety of algorithms that can later be transferred to the low-energy and high-density

intelligent systems based on emerging devices. In order to realize such intelligent systems, an interdis-

ciplinary approach is required with efforts from researchers working in diverse areas such as biology,

physics, materials engineering, electrical engineering, and computer science.
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